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Weekly Update: 
 

 Weekly summary of portfolio performance is outlined on pages 6, 7, and 8.  TG Therapeutics (TGTX) 
was the largest gainer, up 37.7% on the week.  By the same token, I view TGTX as a stock that we 
would have unloaded quite some time ago, given its 12 month performance (down 54.4%).  The 2nd 
highest gainer last week was Cardiovascular Systems (CSII), up 13.74%, with the laggard being XONE 
(The ExOne Co), down 10.39% on the week.   

 Breadth measures of the general market are still showing bullish signs, as the advance decline line is 
both moving higher, and above its 20 period moving average. 

 There was a mild expansion in the spread between the 10 year treasury rate and the federal funds rate 
(from 0.29 to 0.33).  As mentioned last week any narrowing of that spread warrants monitoring. 

 Global market performance: 

    
 Current sector rotation (RRG), relative to the S&P 500 

   

1 Week Performance Futures
S&P (SPX) -0.12% -0.01%
NASDAQ (COMPX) 0.31% -0.02%
Nikkei (NI) 1.36% -0.05%
FTSE (FTSE) -1.00% 0.11%
USD/JPY 0.62% 0.22%
EUR/USD -0.16% 0.00%
WTI (OILSW) -2.55% -0.25%
Brent (OILBR) -1.65% 0.74%
Natural Gas (NG2Spot) 0.74% -0.18%
Copper (HG2Spot) -1.15% 0.05%
Gold (GC2Spot) -3.16% 0.02%
Soybeans (S2Spot) -0.93% 0.03%

Ticker Sector Quadrant
XLU Utilities Leading
XLB Materials Leading
XLK Technology Leading
XLE Energy Leading
XLV Healthcare Improving
XLF Financials Improving
XOP E&P Improving
XLY Consumer Discretionary Improving
XLI Industrials Weakening
XLRE Real Estate Lagging
XLP Consumer Staples Lagging
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Thoughts on sector rotation: 
 

 For the second consecutive week, Utilities sits in the “leading” quadrant, relative to the S&P 500, along 
with Materials, Technology, and Energy.  From my vantage point, we essentially have a mixed bag as it 
relates to sector positioning.  The presence of Utilities in a leading quadrant, would point me to 
investor caution, while the presence of Technology in the leading quadrant signals exactly the opposite 
in my view.  The bulk of evidence at this point still signals a “risk on” environment (for now), given the 
price of the SPXT relative to its 200 day moving average, along with the aforementioned advance 
decline line.        

Trade idea (System 3-Moving average crossover: description on page 5*, chart on page 11): 
 

 Qorvo Inc (QRVO-$70.05). Potential long candidate 
 Develops integrated circuits for the telecommunications industry. Qorvo’s products are used in 

wireless communications applications. 
 QRVO’s largest customer is Apple (AAPL), followed by Huawei Technologies, and Samsung 
 In candor, I found that long ideas were challenging to come by this week, but I think that QRVO 

deserves consideration. 
 The 10 day MA crossed over the 100 day MA on Feb 25th, which I view as bullish…but with a caveat. 
 Specifically, my concern is initiating a long position ahead of what I expect may be a zone of resistance. 
 AVWAP (anchored volume weighted average price) lines, measured from 3Q 2018 imply that the 

average investor who purchased shares in QRVO are just at breakeven.   
 As such, my inclination is to not initiate a long position in QRVO until prices have breached what I 

expect may be an area of resistance.  Specifically, I recommend setting a buy stop at $72 per share. 
 One item of note is that following QRVO’s most recent earnings report (2/7/19), shares the following 

day gapped down sharply on high volume, but actually bounced back by the close.  Negative relative to 
the day prior, but finishing higher than the opening price. 

 I think this implies that the initial sell off following the earnings report, was a bit overdone. 
 The 14 period RSI is still showing upward momentum 
 Additionally, during the previous downturn momentum diverged bullishly from price movement, which 

I also view as a positive. 
 Fundamentally, the 5 year revenue CAGR was 25.26% to close 2018, 28.33% in 2017, and 19.94% in 

2016. 
 However, on a sequential basis, 2018 revenue was down 1.95% from the prior year.  Looking at QRVO’s 

income statement shows that strong growth years in 2015 (49%), and 2016 (52.59%) did a lot of the 
heavy lifting in driving the strong 5 yr CAGR numbers. 

 As such, my risk tolerance is a little bit more conservative on this long recommendation. 
 Specifically, my exit would be based on 1.15x the ATR, which would imply an exit at $67.81 and an 

implied maximum loss of 3.2% on the trade. 
 The balance sheet is solid with a 21% debt to equity ratio, and 13.1x EBITA to Interest ratio 
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Prior 2019 recommendation(s) 
 PS- Pluralsight Inc 02/26/19; BUY; Entry = $29.54; Current Price = $32.99; Profit/Loss = 11.68%  
 VRTX-Vertex Pharmaceuticals: 02/19/19; BUY; Entry =$188.07; Current Price = $190.04; Profit/Loss = 

1.04% 
 JOBS- 51Jobs Inc: 02/12/19; BUY; Entry = $69.14; Current Price = $68.33; Profit/Loss= -1.17% 
 FTNT-Fortinet: 02/05/19; BUY; Entry = $80.14; Current Price = $83.82; Profit/Loss = 4.6% 
 NWL-Newell Brand: 1/29/19; BUY; Entry = $21.13;  2/15/19; Exit = $18.68, Current Price = $16.11; 

Profit/Loss= -12% 
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Entrepreneurship/Venture Capital 
 

 As it relates to themes, one issue I took note of last week was discussions related to US & China VC 
flows, as a related issue specific to US & China trade talks. 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/rebeccafannin/2019/03/03/a-us-china-tech-race-could-reshape-sino-
us-venture-capital-flows/?source=bloomberg 

 Specifically, over the last several years there has been a significant increase in cross border flows 
between China and the U.S. related to startup and VC investment. 

 As such, it can be surmised that any increase in tension between the U.S. and China related to trade, 
could have a negative impact on VC investment and partnerships between the 2 countries. 

 As it stands, China to US Tech investment declined close to 80% last year, as deals have come under 
greater scrutiny by the current administration’s Committee on Foreign Investment. 

 In my view, this could prove problematic, as the impetus for greater scrutiny of China to US deals 
appears to be driven by political motivations. 

 Should China to US investment come under greater scrutiny, I could foresee China VC approaching 
other markets (i.e. Israel, Southeast Asia). 

 Still, given the depth and breadth of US startups, my assumption would be that any gap in financing 
would be filled by domestic entities. 

 As it relates to transactions last week, there were a couple that caught my attention, specifically: 
o ATX Seed Ventures and Quake Capital (both of Austin, TX) are in the process of raising $100 

million each.  Of note to me is that both firms appear to be focused on early stage capital, 
when I’ve noted in the past a general shift towards later stage investment. 

 It will be interesting to see the areas where they deploy capital, and I suspect that a 
good deal of it could be aimed at the Artificial Intelligence space. 

o Moringa food company, Kuli Kuli raises $5 billion in Series B financing.  Use of proceeds 
appears to be aimed toward product launch and extension. 

o Berlin, Germany based G2 Esports Raises $17.3 million in financing round.  The company 
indicated that the usage of proceeds will be aimed at global expansion, and content 
development. 

 On the IPO front, ride sharing firm Lyft filed for an initial public offering last week. 
o The offering is expected to be in the range of $100 million USD. 
o Additionally, Lyft revealed that it posted a net loss of $911 million last year, on revenues of 

$2.2 billion 
o Banks working with the underwriting of the Lyft IPO have apparently been implying a valuation 

range of $20-$25 million at this time, but I would be interested in seeing the valuation 
methodology from which they derived those figures. 
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Trade System Descriptions* 
 

 System 1: Momentum ranking while accounting for volatility.  Basket of stocks are ranked based on 
their momentum over the last 90 days (using the exponential regression). That number is annualized 
and then subsequently multiplied by the R2 (coefficient of determination),in order to penalize stocks 
for excessive volatility.  Goal is to locate stocks with strong, steady momentum 

 System 2: Retracement while in a primary trend.  For long ideas, the goal is to identify names that have 
been moving higher, but have recently pulled back slightly.  I look for stocks whose current price likes 
below the 20 day moving average, but above the 50 day moving average, while momentum (14 period 
RSI), is pointing higher as well.  

 System 3: Moving average crossover.  Basic system attempting to capture a stock poised to breakout.  
Can use a 10 day MA crossover above the 100 day MA, 20 above the 50, 50 above the 200, etc… 
depending on risk tolerance. 
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